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InrnonuctroN

A paper describing the occurrence of barylite at Seal Lake, Labrador,

by Heinrich and Deane (1962) appears as the preceding paper in this

issue. Since late in 1960 the beryll ium-bearing rock from this area has

also been under investigation at the Mines Branch of the Department of

Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa, Canada. One of the authors of this

paper (E.H.N.) is currently engaged in investigating the mineralogy of

the rock and, as part of this program, has developed a staining method for

barylite. The second author (D.J.C.) has made a complete chemical anal-

ysis of the barylite. Since this information supplements the work of

Heinrich and Deane, it was decided to publish both accounts together.

Dr. Heinrich kindly provided a draft copy of his paper (with Deane) and

agreed to postpone its publication until the completion of our paper.

The barylite was concentrated from Sample No. TR-16, one of a

number of samples provided by R. A. Dujardin of Rio Tinto Canadian
Exploration Limited. This particular sample was selected in preference to

the others because of its relatively high proportion of barylite. The sam-

ple, a part of which is shown in thin section in Fig. 1, appears to corre-

spond to the "vein baryite" descritred by Heinrich and Deane. The re-

fractive indices, cleavage, and. r-ray powder diffraction pattern of the

analyzed barylite conform to those given by Heinrich and Deane, so that

there is no doubt as to the identity of the mineral described in these two

papers.
Since Heinrich and Deane have given a preliminary description of the

mineralogy of the deposit, and since our own mineralogical study has not

yet been completed, there would be little value in presenting the results of

our preliminary work on the minerals other than barylite. However, it

might be mentioned that, with regard to the presence of other beryllium

minerals suggested by Heinrich and Deane, eudidymite has been isolated

during our studies and has been positively identified by its r-ray powder

diffraction pattern and optical properties.

I Published by permission of the Director, Mines Branch, Department of Mines and

Technical Surveys, Ottawa, Canada. Her Majesty the Queen, in Right of Canada, reserves

the right to reprint this article.
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Frc. 1. color photomicrograph oI thin section stainer.l u.ith potassium rhozionate.
Feldspar is rvhite; amphibole is black; bar;,lite is stainecl brick_red. photograph by J A.
Soles, Nlines Branch. Ultropak illumination. Magnification 40X.

Cneurcar ANlrysrs

The barylite was concentrated from sample No. TR-16 by pulverizing
and centrifuging repeatedly in clerici solution diluted to a specific gravity
of 3.90, which is slightly below that of the barylite. The lighter minerals,
principally qtrartz, f loated in this l iquid, leaving a heavy concentrate con-
sisting of nearly pure barylite.

The analyzed barylite is light pink in color, in contrast to the rvhite or
colorless barylite in most of the other samples. Nevertheless, both thc
pink and white 'raterials have the same r-ray powder patterns and
optical properties, the pink color probably being due to the presence of a
minor constituent, possibly iron. The pink barylitc was analyzed in pref-
erence to the white because sampie No. TR-16 contained a much higher
proportion of barylite than any of the other samples studied and conse-
quently was more amenable to concentration.

The chemical analysis of the barylite is shown in Table 1. when this
analysis is compared with the theoretical composition of pure barylite
(BaBersizoz) it is seen that the analyzed.sample contains a small excess of
SiOz and a deficiency of BeO and RaO. This can be explained by the
presence of about 2 per cent qrartz in the analyzed barylite.

The analysis recalculated to molecular proportions is shown in Table 2.

/o.)
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T.qnr,r 1 Cgn'urc,q.r, AN.A.r,vsrs or Ba.nvr,rrn

0 0 4
0 .  1 5
0 1 1

100 02

BaBe:SizOz
(Calc )

BeO
BaO
sio,
Fezo:
,\lzO:
CaOr
HrO

15.469i
17 40
3 7  . 1 1

100 00

I Includes minor amount MsO.

This also shows the deficiency of BeO and BaO and the excess of SiOr ivith
respect  to  pure RaBerSizOz.  I Iowever,  the mole BeO:BaO rat io  is  1.93:
0.97 : 2: 1, which corresponds to that of pure barylite.

l l 'he specific gravity of the barylite calculated from the above analysis,
accepting Smith's (1956) values for the unit cell parameters and assum-
ing 4 formula weights per unit ceil, is 3.98. This is in good agreement with
the measured value oI 3.96, determined by pycnometer. The calculated
specific gravity of pure barylite is 4.00.

Sr,lrxrxc \,Ipruoo

Since it is very diffrcult to distinguish barylite from the other white
minerals in the rock, an attempt was made to find a suitable diagnostic
stain for barylite. A number of reagents were investigated, particularl l '

TaeLE 2. Molncur,an Pnoloprrons rN Banvr,rrB

Analvzed i
, r r n ' .  Mo l .  W t
f  f  t .  / a

Mol. Props. x3.22331

1 9 3
o 9 7
2 . 0 7

0 0 1

0 0 2

5 0 0

Theoretical

BaBezSirOz

2 . 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0

5 0 0

BeO
BaO
SiOr
Fero:

15 00
46.12
38 52
0 . 0 8

2 5 . 0 1
1 53  .36
60.09

159.70
101 .96
56.  08
1 8 . 0 2

0 5998
0 3007
0 .6410
o ooosl
0.00041
0 .0027
0 0061

1 .5512

Al2O3 0.04
C a O  0 . 1 5
H r O  0 . 1 1

, 100 02

1 This factor brings the total mol. props. to .5 00.
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those likely to be specific for beryllium or barium. The most successful re-
agents were found to be sodium rhodizonate and potassium rhodizonate,
both of which react with barium. The use of sodium rhodizonate as a spot
test for barium has been described by Feigl and Suter (1942) and Feigl
(1958). In staining barylite, the potassium rhodizonate was found to be
equally as effective as the corresponding sodium salt.

The staining method involves a two-step step procedure-etching fol-
Iowed by staining. The details are as follows:

Reagents

Etching Reagent: Concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF),4870 solution.
Stain'ing Reagent:0.2/6 aqueous solution of sodium rhodizonate or po-

tassium rhodizonate. The solution of either salt is prepared with cold
water shortly before use, as it deteriorates rather rapidly. In practice, a
solution prepared in the morning may be used for the remainder of the
day, but is ineffective the following day.

Proced.ure

Rock slabs and, thin sections: Suspend sample over hot fuming HF for 1
minute;rinse with water; immerse in staining solution ior 2 to 5 minutes;
rinse with water;dry, if necessary, but without heating.

Crushed. samples: Immerse the sample in cold HF in a platinum or
"Teflon" crucible for 1 to 5 minutes, depending on particle size (excessive
etching wil l decompose finely pulverized barylite completely); decant
HF and rinse with waterl apply a staining solution ior 2 to 5 minutes; de-
cant and rinse with water; dry, if necessary, but without heating.

Results.If the above procedure is followed, the barylite is selectively
stained to a brick-red color. The contacts between the barylite grains and
the other minerals are sharply defined, and there is no appreciable
tendency for the color to run (Fig. 1). At room temperature the color per-
sists for a long time, although over a period of months it becomes some-
what l ighter in shade. In stained sections examined after six months, the
color was found to have changed from its original bright brick red to a
reddish-orange shade. Heating, even to relatively moderate temperatures,
causes the stain to change to a dark chocolate-brown, so that heating
should be avoided when drying the stained sample.

Some grains of barylite stain more deeply than others, even within the
same sample (Fig. 1). This is apparently due to variations in the degree of
attack by the hydrofluoric acid, which, in turn, appears to depend on such
factors as surface preparation, degree of fracturing or cleavage, and
crystallographic orientation.

In general, since the staining reaction depends on the presence of
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barium ions, other barium-bearing minerals, if present, might also be ex-

pected to be stained. The staining procedure was tried on barite, one of

the most common barium minerals. It resisted staining, however, be-

cause of its insolubil ity in HF.

With respect to interference by other elements, Feigl (1958' p.216)

notes that "the rhodizonate test is recommended only for the detection of

barium . . . when bivalent heavy metals are known to be absent." Feigl

and Suter (1942), in their investigations of the effects of sodium rhodi-

zonate on a number of elements, showed that in a neutral solution both

barium and strontium react to form a red-brown color, and that a few

other ions (mercury, cadmium, bismuth and copper) produce other shades

of red. Dr. A. A. Levinson of Gulf Research and Development Company,

formerly with the Texas Division of the Dow Chemical Company' drew

our attention to a paper by Poluektov (1959) who reported that in a

weakly acid medium the rare earth elements react with potassium and

sodium rhodizonates to form a red-violet color. Therefore, in applying

this staining method to barylite the possibil i ty of these interferences

must be considered.
In the Seal Lake beryll ium-bearing assemblage, however, the only

mineral, other than barylite, afiected by the stain appears to be a meta-

mict rare-earth mineral that has not yet been fully identif ied. It changes

from its original tan color to a darker brown, a color that is quite distinct

from that of the stained barylite. The barylite appears to be the only

mineral in the assemblage that produces the characteristic brick-red

stain when the described procedure is followed. It may be concluded,

therefore, that the barylite in the Seal Lake mineral assemblage is

selectively stained by this procedure'
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